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Cracking the Code WAP, Bluetooth, and 3G Programming Create Tomorrow's Mobile Applications Today In this unique guide, a crack team of software engineers delivers the programming solutions and source code you need to jump start a wide range of mobile advertising, commerce, and audio-video streaming projects. Using flow charts and line-by-line analysis of 15 professional applications, they show you how to solve for typical WAP, Bluetooth, and 3G programming challenges — and create your own applications with WML, WTA, JSP, SMS, XSL, BREW, JMF, Visual C++ and other cutting-edge technologies. Take an In-Depth Look at 15 Professional Mobile Applications
	Airport and Shopping Mall Kiosk applications using WAP over Bluetooth
	File Transfer and Chat applications using Bluetooth technology
	3G applications for animation, music download, advertisment and database information retreval using Brew
	Voice messaging, audio broadcasting and audio-video broadcasting using JMF
	Information Master and Restaurant Master applications that use WML and WML scripting
	A Question Quiz application based on WAP with Cold Fusion
	An interactive Weather application that harnesses JSP and Java servlets
	A Push application that takes advantage of Short Messaging Service (SMS)


All software tested at the Dreamtech Software Research Lab Dreamtech Software India, Inc., is a leading provider of corporate software solutions. Based in New Delhi, India, the Dreamtech software team has more than 50 years of combined software engineering experience. CD-ROM Includes: 15 professional applications, complete with over 10,000 lines of source code Forte for Java, release 2.0, Community Edition Sun's Java 2 Software Development Kit Standard Edition, version 1.3, for Windows Nokia Activ Server Professional Edition, trial version HomeSite and ColdFusion Studio Enterprise evaluation versions www.hungryminds.com 

       About the Author
   
DreamTech Software India, Inc. is a leading provider of corporate software solutions in New deli, India. The developers at DreamTech have more than 50 years of combined software engineering experience in areas including Java, XML and .NET technologies.
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Android 6 EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Design, build, and create your own applications using the full range of features available in Android 6


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to utilize the robust features of Android 6 to design, develop, and publish better Android applications
	
		Get useful guidance on creating new apps or migrating...
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Pro Sync FrameworkApress, 2008

	It’s been almost a year since we first started playing with the first test build of Microsoft
	Sync Framework. It was an absolute pleasure writing this book since then and we hope
	that you will have fun reading it, too. However, we must admit that it was a little tough
	writing a book on a cutting-edge technology that was still...
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RabbitMQ in Action: Distributed Messaging for EveryoneManning Publications, 2012

	
	
		Writing this book has been like discovering RabbitMQ itself—encountering a problem
	
		that needed solving, but not knowing what the solution looked like. Until May
	
		2010, we didn’t even know each other. We both had been active in the RabbitMQ community
	
		for the past two years, but we’d never actually...
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QuickBooks 2013 All-in-One For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2012

	A soup-to-nuts guide to the leading accounting software for small businesses - QuickBooks 2013!


	Owners of small businesses will love this complete guide to the newest version of QuickBooks, the premier small-business accounting program. Written by CPA and bestselling financial author Stephen L. Nelson, this all-in-one guide...
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OOP Demystified: A Self-Teaching GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Want to learn about object-oriented programming quickly and easily? Looking  to brush up on modeling, classes, and attributes? Then OOP Demystified is  the easy-to-understand, step-by-step guidebook that will help you figure out the  ins and outs of object-oriented programming (OOP).

Written for anyone without formal training in...
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Microcontroller Programming: An IntroductionCRC Press, 2011

	Microcontroller Programming: An Introduction is a comprehensive one-stop resource that covers the concepts, principles, solution development, and associated techniques involved in microcontroller-based systems. Focusing on the elements and features of the popular and powerful Motorola 68HC11 microcontroller IC as a...
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